BPA Energy Efficiency Weekly Announcements
June 16, 2022

New

BPA webinar: Option 1 Custom Industrial Impact Evaluation results
Please join BPA and Evergreen Economics on Thursday, June 30, from 10 — 11 a.m. (PDT) for a webinar sharing results—including key findings and recommendations—from the impact evaluation of BPA’s Custom Industrial portfolio for Option 1 utilities... More

Events

BPA webinar: Utility Potential Calculator
Please join us Thursday, June 16, from 10-11 a.m. (PDT) to learn more about the Utility Potential Calculator, or UPC, tool developed by Cadmus and Lighthouse Energy Consulting for BPA customers. The tool provides utility staff with a way to economically estimate energy efficiency potential in their service area based on a streamlined set of utility-specific inputs. The UPC produces estimates of energy efficiency potential and the associated costs over a 20-year horizon. User inputs influence the level of energy efficiency potential available and can be adjusted based on a utility’s customer characteristics. UPC outputs highlight the sectors, end uses, and measures with the highest energy efficiency potential to inform future utility program and resource planning... More

NEEA Q2 2022 Residential Building Stock Assessment webinar
In order to benchmark the region’s residential energy efficiency work and support Northwest resource and energy efficiency planning, NEEA conducts a Residential Building Stock Assessment, or RBSA, on behalf of the region every five years. The RBSA is a regionally representative assessment of single-family and multi-family residences and buildings that catalogs characteristics and equipment impacting energy use. On June 20, 2022, NEEA staff will provide updates on the RBSA 2022. This webinar will present information on the study’s progress to date, which includes updated information on-site visits, recruitment rates and study timeline. Please join to learn about the details of the upcoming RBSA and find out how to get involved!
General

Energy Conservation Agreement amendment customer review
Energy Efficiency is preparing for the Sept. 30, 2022 expiration of the Energy Conservation Agreement, or ECA. BPA shall provide an amendment to the ECA, extending the term of the agreement through 2028. The upcoming ECA amendment will capture revisions needed to address and accommodate the new Bonneville Energy Efficiency Tracking System, or BEETS. Pending the internal review process, energy efficiency representatives will reach out to customers the week of June 20 to share the document and accept feedback until close of business, July 5. Please contact your energy efficiency representative with any questions.